DHA FACULTY

ANGELL, William
Director, MURC-IAQ
Housing Studies
486 McNH 624-6786
wangell@umn.edu

BOYD-BRENT, James
Program Director
Graphic Design
246e McNH 624-1731
jboydbre@umn.edu

BRUIN, Marilyn (Lyn)
Program Director
Housing Studies
360 McNH 624-3780
mbruin@umn.edu

BYE, Elizabeth (Missy)
Program Director
Apparel Design
348 McNH 624-3751
ebye@umn.edu

CHU, Sauman (Sue)
Graphic Design
246f McNH 624-9705
schu@umn.edu

CRUMP, Jeff
Housing Studies
350 McNH 624-2281
schu@umn.edu

DeLONG, Marilyn
Assoc. Dean-Research & Outreach
Apparel Design Program
32d McNH 624-4909
351 McNH 625-1219
mdelon@umn.edu

DUNNE, Lucy
Apparel Design Program
356 McNH 624-5901
ldunne@umn.edu

EICHER, Joanne (Retired)
Regents Professor Emeritus
207 McNH 624-7710
jeicher@umn.edu

GAHRING, Sherri
Apparel Design
352 McNH 624-1708
sgahring@umn.edu

GUERIN, Denise
Interior Design Program Director
Interior Design
497 McNH 626-1257
dguerin@umn.edu

HADJIANNI, Tasoulla
Interior Design
491 McNH 626-1245
thadija@umn.edu

HEMMIS, Pat
Interdisciplinary
209 McNH 625-9198
pheimis@umn.edu

HOKANSON, Brad
Director, Design Institute Graphic Design
246d McNH 624-4918
brad@umn.edu

JASPER, Daniel
Graphic Design
246b McNH 624-1307
djasper@umn.edu

JOHNSON, Kim
Program Director
Retail Merchandising
368b McNH 624-3887
kjohnson@umn.edu

KIM, Hye-Young
Retail Merchandising
368a McNH 624-4904
hykim@umn.edu

LaBAT, Karen
Director, HDL Lab
Apparel Design
354 McNH 624-3628
klabat@umn.edu

MARTIN, Caren
Director, InformeDesign
Interior Design
490 McNH 624-5318
cmartin@umn.edu

MARTINSON, Barbara E.
Graphic Design
362 McNH 624-4239
bmartins@umn.edu

McCARTHY, Steven
Graphic Design
246c McNH 624-1729
smccarthy@umn.edu

WALDRON, Carol
Graphic Design
246g McNH 624-3633
cwaldron@umn.edu

WIU, Jujuan
Retail Merchandising
368c McNH 626-8795
jiwu@umn.edu

YUST, Becky L.
DHA Department Head
Housing Studies
240d McNH 624-7461
68c McNH 626-5472
byust@umn.edu

ZIEBARTH, Ann
Housing Studies
358 McNH 625-8795
aziebar@umn.edu

ZOLLINGER, Stephanie
Director of Graduate Studies
Interior Design
485 McNH 624-3205
szolling@umn.edu

TEACHING SPECIALISTS and LECTURERS

ADAMS, Brandie
Interior Design
493 McNH 624-4739
brandie@umn.edu

DAIGLE, Greg
Graphic Design
383 McNH 626-5610
daigl024@umn.edu

ENGLISH, Michael
Interior Design
493 McNH 624-4739
engli011@umn.edu

ENZ, Pamela
Interior Design
383 McNH 626-5610
enzxx007@umn.edu

FOGG, Monica
Graphic Design
250 McNH 624-9441
mfogg@umn.edu

GOETZ, Ed
Housing Studies
330 HHH Ctr 624-8737
goetz@umn.edu

HAM, Tao
Interior Design
250 McNH 624-9441
yaoxx003@umn.edu

HUFF, Richelle
Graphic Design
250 McNH 624-9441
huffx067@umn.edu

KRUUEGER, Linda
Graphic Design
250 McNH 624-9308
krueger@umn.edu

LYSTIG FRITCHIE, Louise
Graphic Design
250 McNH 624-9308
fritchie@umn.edu

MARTIN, Peter
Graphic Design
383 McNH 626-5610
pmartin@umn.edu

OWENS, John
Graphic Design
250 McNH 624-9308
owens130@umn.edu

PARON-WILDES, Anita A.J.
Interior Design
383 McNH 624-5610
paro002@umn.edu

PAULY, Mary Jo
Graphic Design
250 McNH 624-9308
pauly023@umn.edu

PICKMAN, Gregory
Graphic Design
250 McNH 624-9441
gpickman@umn.edu

REILLY, Kathy
Apparel Design
250 McNH 624-9308
kreilley@umn.edu

SAARI, Cheri
Interior Design
493 McNH 624-4739
saari001@umn.edu

TANK, Angela
Graphic Design
250 McNH 624-9441
atank@umn.edu

TRICE, Frances
Graphic Design
250 McNH 624-9308
tric001@umn.edu

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS

BARNES, Jessica
Graphic Design
217 McNH 624-6712
barne612@umn.edu

BUCKNER, Katherine (Kate)
Apparel Studies
346 McNH 624-2254
buck0316@umn.edu

CARLSON, Anna
Apparel Studies
220 McNH 624-3210
pohl0043@umn.edu

CHANLEY, Mary Alice
Apparel Studies
333 McNH 625-2737
mchaney@umn.edu

CHOI, Dooyoung
Apparel Studies
346 McNH 624-2254
ch0x0106@umn.edu

CHOI, Seon Mi
Interior Design
choi316@umn.edu

CHOI, Youngeon
Housing Studies
250 McNH 624-9441
choi318@umn.edu

COHN, Caitlin
Apparel Studies
250 McNH 624-9308
cohn037@umn.edu

DAMMINGA, Cara
Apparel Studies
346 McNH 626-5906
dammi003@umn.edu

FANG, Rachel
Housing Studies
346 McNH 626-5906
fang0010@umn.edu

FRAHER, Robert
Interactive Design
217 McNH 624-6712
frah0005@umn.edu
OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION

BUILDING HOURS, McNeal Hall
Monday-Friday ............ 7 am – 10 pm
Saturday .................. 7 am – 4:30 pm
Sunday ................... 12 noon – 4:30 pm
(Other Access after hours)

Administration, CDES
(Also see CDES Office Directory)
CDES Admin (32 McNH) .......... 6-9069
BATT, Jan (McNH) ............ 4-0788
HR Director
DeLONG, Marilyn (McNH) .... 4-4909
Assoc. Dean
DILWORTH, Stephanie (McNH) ... 6-6985
Dir. Budget & Finance
FISHER, Tom (Rap) ............ 6-9068
Dean
GALAS, Nancy (McNH) ........ 4-4839
Sr. Acct
PETRERSON, Jennifer (McNH) ... 5-8183
Payroll Specialist
SCHENK, Thomas (McNH) .... 4-4768
Grants Coordinator
ROHMAN, Paige (Rap) ........ 5-8261
Asst to Dean
SOLOMONSON, Kate (Rap) .... 4-5565
Assoc. Dean
WITHEROW, Kathy (Rap) ....... 4-7488
Chief of Staff

Architecture, Dept
143 Rap .................... 4-7866
Campus Information ............. 5-5000

Other Campus Services
Campus Mail ................. 5-6560
Career Center, St. Paul
198 McNeal .................. 4-2710
College of Continuing Education
CCE Info Center AND
Student Services ............. 5-4000
CCE Bulletins ................. 4-2388
College of Liberal Arts ........ 5-2020
Computer & Technical Support
ADCS Help Line (University Wide) ...... 301-4357
ADCS Help Line ............. 6-7760
Computer Lab, McNH .......... 4-5367
JABR, Jami .................. 4-7766
RENO, Brad ................ 4-2298
Copies on Campus ............ 5-4771

DHA Front Desk
240 McNH .................. 4-9700
Digital Collections Archives
244 McNH .................. 4-3036
Facilities Mgmt Call Ctr ........ 4-2900
Family Social Science ........ 5-1900
Goldstein Museum of Design
Gallery 241 McNH .......... 4-7801
Admin. Office 364 McNH .......... 4-7434
Goldstein Fax ............... 5-762

Goldstein (continued)
NELSON-MASON, Lin .......... 4-3292
Director
Research Office 333 McNH
CAMPBELL, Kathleen ....... 6-0587
HAUGEN, Eunice ........... 6-0632
McELVAIN, Jean ........... 5-2737
Graduate Student Lounge
240J McNH ................ 4-9233
Human Dimensioning Lab
355 McNH ................ 4-9825
Informedesign
BICKEL, Rachel 495 McNH 4-4797
Landscape Architecture, Dept
140 Rap .................... 5-6860
Magrath Library ............. 4-2233
Mail Codes
McNeal Hall ................ 6136
Rapson ..................... 0811
Parking & Transportation .... 6-7275
Police
EMERGENCY ................ 911
U of M CAMPUS ............. 4-2677
(COPS)
Post Office
SP Student Center ........... 5-9794
Registrar, Office of the (OTR)
Mpls (200 Fraser) .......... 5-3333
SP (130 Coffey) ............ 4-3731
Student Services, CDES
12 McNH .................. 4-1717
107 Rap .................... 6-3690
FRANCO, Mary Vincent .......... 4-4762
Assoc Prog Director
GARDNER, Laurie .......... 4-3635
Registrar
GILBERTSON, Lori .......... 4-6250
New Student Svcs
KHORASANI, Zahra .......... 4-5092
Adv-Graphic Design
LOERCH, Wanda ............ 4-7443
Adv-Housing/Interior Design
MAPLE, Kate ............... 4-9764
Asst Dean
MUMMA, Nicole .......... 5-5098
Prospective Students
THOMPSON, Katrina .......... 4-0755
Adv-Appliance/Retail Merchandising

Telecommunications
Repair ..................... 5-0006
Textile Lab
344 McNH .................. 4-7227
Voicemail Access
from your campus phone ........... *5
from another phone ........... 6-0000